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SHORT JUSTIFICATION 

After concluding competition cooperation agreements with the US, Canada, Japan and South 

Korea, the Commission has now reached a "first second generation" agreement with 

Switzerland. Unlike its predecessors, this agreement also includes provisions on the exchange 

of evidence obtained by the competition authorities when they investigate the same case, 

which will contribute to more effective enforcement of competition law. 

Your rapporteur welcomes this innovative EU/Switzerland agreement. Switzerland is the EU's 

third-largest economic partner and the second largest FDI recipient. The economies are 

closely integrated and many anti-competitive practices affect cross-border trade.  

The implementation of the agreement will be facilitated by the similarity of rules of practices 

between the EU and Switzerland. The EU should learn from this experience and proceed with 

concluding other "second generation" agreements with other partners, however much this may 

be complicated by differences in rules and practices.  

Your rapporteur is a strong advocate of international cooperation on the enforcement of 

competition rules. In a world of globalised companies and global value chains, anti-

competitive behaviour, such as abuse of dominant market position or cartels, also constitute 

NTBs to trade. In this light, redoubled efforts to promote international cooperation to fight 

these anti-competitive practices are very important for the regulation of trade and foreign 

investment. The WTO rules on competition are insufficient. They do nonetheless recognise 

governments' rights to act against anti-competitive practices and to work together to limit 

these practices. Sooner rather than later the WTO will have to return to competition policy 

and use multilateral instruments to fight these practises with transborder consequences to 

create a level playing field. 

****** 

The Committee on International Trade calls on the Committee on Economic and Monetary 

Affairs, as the committee responsible, to propose that Parliament give its consent. 
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